This paper considers a branchingprocess generated by an o spring distribution F with mean m < 1 and variance 2 < 1 and such that, at each generation n, there is an observed -migration, according to a binomial law B N bef n pv n which depends on the total population size N bef n . The -migration is de ned as an emigration, an immigration, or a null migration, depending on the value of which is assumed constant throughout the di erent generations. The process with -migration is a generation-dependent Galton-Watson process, whereas the observed process is not in general a martingale. Under the assumption that the process with -migration is supercritical, we generalize for the migrating observed process the results relative to the Galton-Watson supercritical case and that concern the asymptotic behaviour of the process and the estimation of m and 2 , as n ! 1. Moreover an asymptotic con dence interval of the initial population size is given. BRANCHING PROCESSES; MIGRATION; GENERATION-DEPENDENCE.
Introduction
The estimation theory for discrete time branching processes with migration has been until now mainly devoted to branching processes with immigration when the immigration is independent of reproduction (Heyde and Seneta ( 20] 30] , Guttorp 15] , Dion and Yanev 8] ). In the case of state-dependent immigration most of the works concern limit theorems (Foster 13] , Pakes 25 ], Yanev and Yanev 36], Rahimov 28] ) and only a few people have studied the estimation problems for these processes with immigration ( Rahimov 27] ), or for branching processes with emigration.
We consider, in this paper, a branching process generated by an o spring distribution F with mean m < 1 and variance 2 < 1 and such that, at each generation n, the size N obs n of a -migrating population is observed, according to a binomial law B N bef n pv n which depends on the size N bef n of the whole population before migration and on a parameter p vn . The -migration is de ned as an emigration, if = 1, an immigration, if 2 ZnN, and is null, that is the observed individuals of the population do not emigrate, if = 0. The parameter is assumed constant throughout the di erent generations.
The model which is considered is an extension of the model with emigration described in Gupta et al. 14] in the framework of a genetic problem. It arises from the problem of estimating the initial size of a population of DNA molecules ampli ed using PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction): the process of ampli cation can be modelled by a BGW branching process generated by a Bernoulli distribution F. The observed process is, according to the method used, either the number of molecules in an withdrawing aliquot v n from the total experimental volume V n , or the number of molecules in the total volume itself. In this example, p vn = v n V ?1 n .
The branching process with the controlled -migration fN n g n de ned here by N n = N bef n ? N obs n , is actually a generation-dependent BGW branching process starting from the initial population size N 0 and generated at each generation n by a distribution F n depending on F, and p vn . Quantities m, 2 and N 0 are unknown and have to be estimated from a single realization of the observed process fN obs n g n 1 .
Assuming that fN n g n is supercritical, we extend to the observed process fN obs n g n , the well-known results concerning the asymptotic behaviour, as n ! 1, Guttorp 15] ). The convergence of the normalized observed process to the variable W N0;fF ngn , limit of the normalized branching process N n , is derived using the classical results of martingales applied to the process fN bef n g n and taking into account the binomial variability of the migrating process fN obs n g n with respect to fN bef n g n .
Furthermore, when p vn is constant, for all n, we build an asymptotic con dence interval of N 0 , as n ! 1. Given any estimator b F n of F , converging to F , this con dence interval is based on the convergence of W 1; b F n to W 1;F , which is proved through the functional Abel's equation concerning the Laplace transform of W 1;F (Harris 17] ). The estimation of the o spring distribution F can be achieved through the estimation of m and 2 when F is a Bernoulli distribution as it is in the context of the PCR problem). In the general case, this estimation requires the observation of the direct o spring size for each migrating individual.
From now on, L(X) is the distribution of the random variable X and, for any integer Z and fX i g, P Z i=1 X i = 0, as soon as Z 0.
2. Asymptotic behaviour of the migrating process fN obs n g n The population size after migration, at the nth generation, N n , is given, for n 1, by the model (M):
N n = N bef n ? N obs n ; (2.1) where
is the population size at the nth generation before migration and is the migrating population size at the nth generation. We assume (A1): The fY n;i g n;i are i.i.d. according to F with mean m < 1 and variance 2 < 1; (A2): Given N bef n , the fN obs n;j g j are i.i.d. according to a Bernoulli distribution B pv n on f0; 1g with parameter P(N obs n;j = 1) = p vn ; (A3): The sequence fp vn g n is given and satis es The set of conditions (A3) except (A3.11) ensure a su cient supercriticality for the convergences of the martingales associated to the processes fN n g n and fN bef n g n , whereas under condition (A3.1), these processes are uniformly supercritical, which leads, according to ( 9] ), to results on the non-extinction set (item 2 of proposition 2.1).
Model (M) can also be written in the following way:
Y bef n;i ; N obs n = fT obs = 1g a:s: = fT bef = 1g a:s: = fT = 1g a:s: = fW N0;fF ngn > 0g.
Proof.
1. The convergence of fW N0;n g n and fW bef N0;n g which are the martingales associated with the respective branching processes fN n g n and fN bef n g n are deduced from the classical results on generation dependent BGW processes ( 11] .7)).
2. Due to (2.3) , N bef n = 0 implies N obs n = 0, which, with (2.1), implies N n = 0, yielding itself, due to (2.2), N bef n+1 = 0. Hence fT bef < 1g = fT < 1g: Moreover, fN n g n is uniformly supercritical, i.e. m n > c > 1, where c = inf n (1 ? p vn )m, and Y n;1 m ?1 n is dominated by Y n;i (1 + j j)c ?1 with a nite second moment. According to D'Souza and Biggins ( 9] ), these properties imply that fT = 1g a:s: = fW N0;fF ngn > 0g. Using (2.3), fT obs = 1g fT bef = 1g. Consequently Denote O(a n ), any random variable depending on the deterministic positive sequence a n such that lim n jO(a n )ja ?1 n a:s: < 1. In the particular case p vn = p v , for all n, we apply to (A n ; W N0;n ) the central limit theorem for random sums and i.i.d. variables (th. 17. 2 5]). In the general case, we extend this theorem to i.i.d. triangular variables f n;k g k kn , where k n ! 1 as n ! 1, and lim n V ar( n;k ) < 1 (condition C1), and either lim n E( 2 n;k 1 fj n;kj kng ) = 0, for any > 0 (condition C21), or the stronger condition C22: lim n E(j n;k j 2+a ) < 1, for some positive a. (the proof uses th. implying that kW 1;k k L 2+a 0 is a Cauchy sequence and therefore has a nite limit.
Finally the H older inequality applied to E W 2+a 1;k 1 fW 1;k g ] ensures the result, thanks to the existence of lim n lim k E (W 1;k ) 2+a 0 ], a 0 > a, and using (2.18).
Consequently, thanks to this extended central limit theorem, (A n lim n n ; W N0;n ) converges in distribution to N(0; 1) L(W N0;fF ngn ) on fW N0;fF ngn > 0g.
Consider now the convergence of B n and n on fW N0;fF ngn > 0g. When Furthermore, according to the same central limit theorem, A n being asymptotically independent of N n , is therefore asymptotically independent of N n and B n . Then (2.14) results from the convergence of A n , n , B n and n and from 
Estimation of the o spring mean m
From now on, in this section as well as in the following ones, we will work conditionally to fW N0;fF ngn > 0g and E and P will denote respectively the expectation and the probability, given this set. Let the integer h such that 0 h < n and either h or n ? h is constant. Proof. When h is constant, the extended Toeplitz's lemma is reduced to the usual one and when n ? h is constant, it follows from the de nition of the limit. where, for S n?2 < i S n?1 ,Ỹ i = P Yi 1 N obs n;i;j p ?1 vn , we obtain U n;h = A n n + mB n n +C n n , where A n = P S n?1 S n?2 +1 (Ỹ i ?m)(S n?1 ?S n?2 ) ?1=2 , n = (S n?1 ? Furthermore, according to the central limit theorem for random sums, A n is asymptotically independent of F n?1 and therefore of C n and B n which are both F n?1 -measurable. In the same way, when h < n ? 1, C n is asymptotically independent of F n?2 and therefore of B n which is F n?2 -measurable. Therefore the result follows from (3.11), (3.12) and (3. 2. The proof is similar to that of (2.15) and results from U n;h = A n n +mB n n + C n n .
From now on, we assume N obs where L(U 1 ; U 2 ) = N(0; 1) N(0; 1).
1. (3.14) is a direct consequence of (2.7) and (2.13).
2. (3.15) follows from E(U n;n?1 jF n?1 ) a:s: = mB n n and from (3.12); (3.16) and then (3.17) are deduced from U n;n?1 ? E(U n;n?1 jF n?1 ) a:s: = A n n and from Then b m n;h is the L.S.E. (Least Squares Estimator) of m in this model, for observations h+1; : : : ; n conditionally to fN obs k g k h , and n = U n;n?1 . Moreover, if p vn = 1, for all n, the f n g n are centered and uncorrelated with variance 2 .
Proof. The L.S.E.m n;h of m is solution of (d P n h+1 2 k =dm)(m n;h ) = 0 which implies m n;h = b m n;h . Next, by construction, n = U n;n?1 . Finally, for p vn = 1, for all n, due to Schwartz's inequality and (3.17), n n?k is integrable and E( n jF n?1 ) a:s: = 0, implying E( n n?k ) = E( n?k E( n jF n?1 )) = 0:
4. Estimation of the o spring variance 2 In the particular case where 2 is a continuous function of m only, a strong consistent estimate of 2 is obtained directly from that of m. In the general case, the o spring variance is estimated using n de ned by (3.19) and using (3. Next, we use a modi ed version of theorem 4 of Egorov 10] with X n = 2 n (m), for n 2, and X 1 = 0:
Let (X n ; F n ; n 1) be an adaptated sequence of positive integrable random variables; let V n = P n j=1 E(X j jF j?1 ) such that V n a:s: ! 1; and let X n satisfying lim n E(X 2 n jF n?1 ) ln lnV n ] E(X n jF n?1 )V n ] ?1 a:s = 0. Then the strong law of large numbers is ful lled for fX n g n in the form lim n P n j=1 X j ] V n ] ?1 a:s: = 1: (The proof is that of th. 4 of Egorov 10] with n = E(X 2 n jF n?1 ) lnln V n ] E(X n jF n?1 )V n ] ?1 .) Therefore, in order to prove the result, it is su cient to prove that which converges a.s. to 0, as n ! 1.
Finally we prove in the same way that lim n ? n;2 a:s: = 0. 
